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Starting with a name & place



Starting with a name & place



Starting with a name & place

Results:

 - mobile number

 - whatsapp with profile pic and status
(NOT the name – the person from the audience was 
right, that it shows the name I entered!
BUT if you delete the name you can see the Whatsapp-
Name if the number is in your chat or in a group with 
you)

 - more face pics



Starting with a name & place

Adding the mobile number Skopenow also found:

 - Insta account – nickname

 - business registry



Whatsmyname.app



Same case, more data 

 Address led to birthdate and previous family name

 In Germany you can get all registered previous 
addresses from there



Starting with a name (and place) only

 Skopenow (as shown)

 Specialised browser plugins for Linkedin (Chrome)
- Lusha

- Rocketreach

- Signalhire

- Contactsout



From an e-mail address?

 Websites where that address is registered
then name, pictures etc. feasible

 Facebook

 Google-Account

 Company / domain (whois)



Mark Zuckerbergs e-mail-addresses
Skopenow: phone number plus name

Another 15 phone- numbers &16 e-mail-addresses, including

mark@chanzuckerberg.com

m.zuckerberg@fb.com

zuck@fb.com

mark@facebook.com

mark.zuckerberg@fb.com

mzuckerb@fas.harvard.edu
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Where to go with Mark’s e-mail-address?
epios:
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Epios in detail (1)
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Epios in detail (2)
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Epios in detail (3)
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Where to go with Mark’s username?
whatsmyname.app:
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Whois? Isn’t that dead?
 Whois databases were made useless as a collateral 
damage of GDPR

 But Whois History still exists
Whoxy.com (incl. reverse whois)

Domaintools.com
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Whois? Isn’t that dead?
 Whois databases were made useless as a collateral 
damage of GDPR

 But Whois History still exists
Whoxy.com

Domaintools.com

Archiv.org [who.is/whois/bmw.com]
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From a phone number

 Reverse number search (some countries)

 Landline: Number stemming (companies/organisations)

 WhatsApp

 Facebook

 Telegram 

 Skype

 Paypal

 Call the mailbox

(still incomplete – suggestions?)



Other connections

 Name and company/organisation

Professional e-mail-address (via hunter.io)

 From a face picture

to other pictures on websites that have the person on
(via pimeyes)



Why I love Skopenow

 Saves you 1 to 2 hours in any investigation on individuals

 still has access to pipl

 constantly adding more features (dark web, vehicles, archive)

 if needed, support is at hand



Skopenow example (1): myself



Skopenow example (1): myself



Skopenow example (1): myself



Skopenow example (1): myself
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Skopenow example (2): Mark Zuckerberg



Skopenow example (2): Mark Zuckerberg



Skopenow example (2): Mark Zuckerberg
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What skopenow does…
 … checking people 

databases

 … checking social media

 … checking broader web 
content

My summary:

Usually it does within 
minutes most what I do 
within the first hour of 
investigating a person

Recent additions include…

 … data from the darknet incl. 
passwords

 … databases on car 
registration

 … reverse image

 … marriage records

 … business databases

 … archived social media

 … offshore leaks data
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What skopenow costs
 pay as you go: 14 USD per profile (24 hours)

My bill: 14 to 56 USD/month

 7-days-free-trial

 Company account >2000 USD/year
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What are your questions?

Twitter: @MarcusLindemann

recherche-info.de

lindemann@autorenwerk.de
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